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Welcome To
The Healthcare Centre

Longsands Medical Centre
And Sharoe Green Surgery

PRACTICE PHILOSOPHY 
We endeavour to provide the highest standards of clinical care possible for our patients. To achieve 
this we use the team approach to deliver the friendly family doctor service of traditional general 
practice, whilst embracing modern developments and good practices for the benefit of our patients.

THE DOCTORS 
Dr Cameron Wilson (male) MB ChB (Glasgow 1982) DCH  FP Cert

Dr David Brooks  (male)  MB BCh (Cardiff 1987) MRCGP  DA  DCH  FP Cert 

Dr Heather Acton  (female) MB ChB (Liverpool 1997) MRCGP  DRCOG  DCH  DFFP 

Dr Naveed Malik (male) MBBS (Rawalpindi 1996) MSc Sports Medicine 
  DFSRH MFSEM (UK) MRCGP 

Dr Joseph Chesworth (male) BM BS DRCOG MRCGP

Dr Leanne Dixon (female) MB ChB (Manchester 2004) BMed Sci MRCGP DRCOG

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 
Practice Director  - Miss Jane Goulding

Assistant Practice Managers - Ms Nadine Coyne

  - Mrs Anne Geldeard 

The management team is responsible for the administrative procedures that ensure the smooth 
running of the practice. If you have any suggestions that you feel would improve our services please 
speak to us. We would welcome your views.

Visit our website: www.thehealthcarecentre.org Attract more business by placing your advert here. Simply call 0800 0234 196.

Do you or a  
family member  
need care and  
want to stay in  
your own home?
This type of decision can be difficult for families.
Contact a local care agency to discuss your 
needs today.

OPG - HELPING THE SMALL BUSINESS  
GROW FOR OVER 40 YEARS

Generate more business 
 with a Pay - Monthly
website from OPG

We will design and launch a 
top quality bespoke business 
generating website for you, 
update it regularly at your 

request and provide on-going 
advice and support every 

working day.

There is no  
up-front payment 

and no extras, with an 
option to choose a  

pay-as-you-go,  
stop-when-you-like 

service.

from £26 
per month 

To find out 
more simply call
 0800 612 1408  
or email us at 

payasyougo@opg.co.uk

Advertising Feature

Why your business needs a website
WITHOUT a website, your business or practice is 
invisible to the two thirds of prospective clients that 
use the Internet to locate products and services, and 
this figure grows daily.

Worse still, if your competitors have a website and 
you don’t, then they are picking up your share of 
the prospects for your type of business when they 
search online.

Pay As You Go websites are proving to be a godsend 
to small and medium-sized businesses across the 
UK and Ireland.

Introduced by OPG Ltd, who have been building 
websites for more than eight years, and who have 
been helping businesses grow and prosper for over 
40 years, they provide businesses and professional 
practices with 24/7 access to their targeted market.

Uniquely, the Pay - Monthly service comes with 
Web Partner support. This ‘phone-a-friend’ facility 
will provide answers to your queries and help you 
develop your site.

So if you don’t yet have a website, or are unhappy 
with the one you have, call today for a chat on  
0800 612 1408. You’ll be glad you did!

Foot 
problems?
Due to the high demand for podiatry 
services, NHS provision is often reserved for 
those with long term conditions. Even if you 
qualify for an NHS appointment, waiting lists 
can be long.
Why wait? Contact a local podiatrist 
today for more details.



For the latest information: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

RECEPTION AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
Our reception staff are all experienced members of the team and will be happy to offer assistance 
to help you gain the most from the services available. The practice has a commitment to training 
in the administration of general practice and from time to time offers placements to students on 
training schemes. 
Please be assured that all members of staff will treat all information given to them in strictest confidence. 
Remember the reception staff often have to do ‘six things at once’ so please be a patient patient.

NURSE PRACTITIONERS
Victoria Wilson
Gemma Ackroyd

PRACTICE NURSES
Sr Michelle Holden RGN BA(Hons) Health Studies Dip Higher Ed Nursing Studies
Sr Belinda Patchell RGN
Sr June Doolan
Our practice nurses are highly specialised and are available to offer advice, promote good health, 
perform health checks, administer vaccinations and immunisations and to provide cervical cytology 
and family planning services.
If you have a problem with which you feel the nurse could help, please ask for an appointment 
at reception.

HEALTHCARE ASSISTANTS
Ms Rachael Hogan
Joanne Haworth
Our healthcare assistants are  able to provide dressing clinics, ECG recordings and monitor certain 
conditions eg hypertension.

ATTACHED STAFF (Health Visitors, District Nurses, Midwives) 
In addition to practice nurses, the practice has access to the services of health visitors, district 
nurses, district midwives and community matrons.

Health visitors advise on various health matters including the care and development of children 
under five and health during pregnancy. They are highly trained nurses who specialise in health 
promotion, the needs of the young, adolescent and the elderly.

District nurses visit people in their homes who are unable to come to the surgery. They provide an 
assessment of the nursing services required and provide appropriate nursing care.

Midwives provide antenatal care at our clinic, advice on all pregnancy-related issues and a 
comprehensive postnatal service for you and your baby.

Palliative Care Nurses (Macmillan/home care sisters) provide advice and specialist care for terminally 
ill patients and their families. Support is provided in the home and in the local hospice.

For the latest information: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

GP TRAINING
The practice is also committed to the further training of doctors who, already experienced in hospital 
medicine, wish to make their career in general practice. A notice will be displayed in the practice 
advising you of the trainee doctor’s name and we hope that you will support our training programme.

SURGERY HOURS 

The Healthcare Centre
The Healthcare Centre is open from 8.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday. In addition, the Healthcare 
Centre offers routine appointments with the doctor or nurse on Tuesday evenings when the surgery 
is open until 8.45pm.
Please note that telephone access is available until 6.30pm Monday to Friday.
All enquiries telephone: 01772 655533

Longsands Medical Centre
Longsands Medical Centre is open from 8.30am to 12.30pm and 1.30 to 6.00pm on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday. The centre is open from 8.30am to 12.30pm on Thursday.
All enquiries telephone: 01772 511414

Sharoe Green Surgery
Sharoe Green Surgery is open from 8.30am to 12.30pm and 1.30 to 6.00pm on Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Friday and from 8.30am to 12.30pm on Thursday.
All enquiries telephone: 01772 716410

APPOINTMENT TIMES
Appointments can be made with a doctor between the hours of 8.30am to 12 noon each morning 
and in the afternoons between 2.00 and 5.00pm. Routine appointments can also be booked on 
Tuesday evenings from 6.30 until 8.45pm at the Healthcare Centre.
Practice nurse appointments can be made on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday between 
8.30am - 5.30pm and Thursday 8.30am - 12.30pm.
Practice nurse appointments can also be made from 6.30 until 8.45pm on Tuesday evening at the 
Healthcare Centre. 
In order to maintain continuity of care we encourage patients to see the same doctor for any one 
complaint. You are of course free to see the doctor of your choice although availability may change 
on a daily basis. Remember an appointment is for one person only and if more family members 
need to see the doctor please make this clear when booking an appointment.

URGENT APPOINTMENTS 
The practice offers same-day emergency appointments should you experience or develop an urgent 
medical problem.
Remember that we can deal only with problems that are genuinely urgent in nature.



Visit our website: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

HOME VISITS 
Home visits should only be requested for patients on clinical grounds, ie for patients who are too 
ill or infirm to attend surgery. Please telephone to request a visit before 10.00am to enable us to 
plan our day. It is often better for a patient to be examined at the surgery where we have access to 
the necessary equipment etc.

OUT OF HOURS 
Calls for medical emergencies, which occur out of normal surgery hours, should be made in the 
first instance to the surgery at which you are registered:
The Healthcare Centre: 01772 655533
Longsands Medical Centre: 01772 511414
Sharoe Green Surgery: 01772 716410
You will be advised on how to obtain medical help. This will be through contacting the Preston 
Primary Care Centre.       
Preston Primary Care Centre, based at the Royal Preston Hospital, will arrange for you to speak 
with a trained nurse or doctor who can give you advice, make an appointment for you to attend the 
centre or arrange a home visit if necessary. Please note that you will be responsible for providing 
your own transport should a visit to the centre be required.
For life threatening conditions please call 999.

REPEAT PRESCRIPTIONS 
Patients on regular medication do not always need to see a doctor to obtain a repeat prescription. 
You will be issued with a slip attached to your prescription, which should be returned to the surgery, 
after completion, when you require further medication. It is practice policy to provide 28 days' 
supply of long-term medication and review this every six months, though individual cases may 
vary. Medication is often expensive so do please request only those items that you truly require. 
Remember to allow two working days before collecting your prescription.
For all repeat prescriptions telephone:
The Healthcare Centre: 01772 655533

Longsands Medical Centre: 01772 511414

Sharoe Green Surgery: 01772 716410
Repeat prescriptions can also be ordered online at www.patient.co.uk. You can register for this 
service by contacting reception. Appointments can also be cancelled online.
Patients who are on a limited number of repeat prescription items which never or rarely change 
can apply to join the Repeat Dispensing Scheme. This enables patients to receive prescriptions of 
up to six months' supply of their medication at one request.  If this applies to you, please ask when 
ordering your prescription.
Please telephone the surgery to order your prescription after 10.00am and allow two working days 
before collection.

For the latest information: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

TEST RESULTS 

If you need to check whether your hospital report/x-ray/blood test results have returned, please 
telephone the relevant surgery after 2.00pm when the telephones are less busy.

PRACTICE AREA/NEW PATIENTS  

The practice area includes Fulwood, Broughton and parts of Ribbleton and surrounding areas (see 
map on inside back cover). Please enquire at the reception desk should you wish to register and 
we will advise you on the procedure to follow.

DISABLED ACCESS 

There are disabled car parking places at the entrance to each of the surgeries, all of which have 
been designed with the disabled in mind. The entrance, consulting rooms and toilets are all suitable 
for wheelchair access.

A lift is available for the use of patients needing to attend surgeries on the first floor of The Healthcare 
Centre. If you have special needs and require help, please inform the receptionist when making 
your appointment and on arrival at the surgery.

ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY 

The practice operates a Zero Tolerance Policy.  Abusive or violent behaviour will not be tolerated 
and could result in your registration with the practice being terminated.  This includes rudeness to 
doctors and staff or any threatening behaviour.

PATIENTS' COMMENTS AND COMPLAINTS 

We are happy to receive constructive comments and criticism regarding our services and use the 
opportunity to review and improve our systems wherever possible. We operate a practice based 
complaints procedure which meets national criteria. This allows us to investigate any problems or 
complaints you may have.

Your complaint should be addressed to the practice manager who will ensure that your complaint is 
investigated thoroughly and as quickly as possible. Please note that we cannot provide or disclose 
confidential information without appropriate authority. So, if you are making the complaint on 
behalf of another person, we will require that person's written consent.



Visit our website: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

If you do not feel able to raise a complaint, concern or enquiry with the practice directly, you can 
contact:

NHS England
PO Box 16738
Redditch
B97 9PT
Tel: 0300 311 22 33
Email: england.contactus@nhs.net
(Monday-Friday 8.00am to 6.00pm excluding English Bank Holidays)

NHS England deal with Independent contractor complaints concerning GPs, dentists, pharmacists 
and opticians.

ACCESS TO MEDICAL RECORDS 
All patients are entitled under the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Access to Health Records 
Act 1990 to check that any data concerning them, whether held in their medical records or on 
computer, is accurate.  All requests for access to medical records should be made in writing to the 
practice manager. Patients may view parts of their medical records by using the on-line access for 
which they can register.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 obliges the practice to produce a Publication Scheme.  A 
Publication Scheme is a guide to the 'classes' of information the practice intends to make routinely 
available.  Information on this scheme is available from reception.

PATIENT/PRACTICE CHARTER 
The practice endeavours to maintain a certain level of standard for all patients which is reflected 
in our practice charter.

Your Commitment To Us
•  The healthcare team members have only your best interests at heart. If staff are busy, please be 

patient and treat them with courtesy and respect.

•  If you require a home visit, please telephone the surgery before 10.00am if possible.

•  Please request a night visit only if it is truly necessary.

•  If you are unclear or unsure about what the doctor has said, please ask. We want you to understand 
and feel confident about your treatment.

•  The healthcare team are keen to promote healthy lifestyles and avoid illness. If the doctor or 
nurse offers health promotional advice, please take it.

•  If you are unable to keep, or no longer require, an appointment, please call the surgery as soon 
as possible so that we can offer the consultation to another patient.

•  Please let us know if you change your name, address or telephone number.

•  If you have any suggestions which might help us to improve our service to you or to others, 
please speak to a member of the healthcare team or leave your suggestion in the box provided.

Our Commitment To You
•  The doctors and staff will attempt to provide the highest possible standard of medical care for 

you at all times.
•  All members of staff will treat you at all times with courtesy and respect.
•  If you are too ill to attend surgery a visit may be made to your home, subject to clinical need.
•  When you attend the surgery we will endeavour to ensure that you are seen promptly. If this is 

not possible, an explanation of the delay will be given.
•  We will endeavour to make a non-urgent appointment to see the doctor of your choice within 

five working days (subject to the availability of that doctor).
•  Should you need to consult a doctor or nurse urgently, we will endeavour for you to be seen 

the same day. We can also arrange for you to see a doctor at our Local Access Centre.
•  Confidentiality of your medical records will be strictly maintained at all times.
•  All members of the healthcare team (doctors, nurses, receptionists, managers) will continue to 

undertake training which is relevant to providing you with the best possible healthcare services.

SERVICES AVAILABLE 
Practising from purpose-built surgery premises, we aim to offer healthcare services for all the family. 
Many conditions, including minor surgical operations, can be treated within the centre. 
Please ring the surgery for details of the services offered below. (Note: some services are not available 
at Longsands Medical Centre and Sharoe Green Surgery due to premises constraints; however, 
arrangements can be made for you to receive treatment or attend clinics at The Healthcare Centre, 
as appropriate.)

Help Yourself To Health
Here are six ways you can really help yourself to live a healthier lifestyle.
• Be a non-smoker
• Maintain a reasonable weight
• Take regular exercise
• Eat a high fibre, low fat diet
• Take alcohol only in moderation
• Avoid excessive exposure to the sun

Heart Disease Prevention Clinic
Aimed at reducing the incidence of heart disease and strokes, our practice nurses and health visitors 
provide comprehensive health checks for patients and to all those at increased risk. Topics covered 
include smoking cessation, healthy eating, alcohol consumption, blood pressure checks, exercise 
advice and cholesterol screening.

Asthma Clinic
• Run by a fully trained nurse for adults and children
• Full education programme
• Peak flow monitoring
• Inhaler technique
• New medications
• Self-management plan

Visit our website: www.thehealthcarecentre.org



Diabetes Clinic
• Run by practice nurse
• Full education programme
• Blood sugar measurement and urine test
• Advice on diet
• Eye examination
• Foot care
• Blood pressure management
• Self-monitoring and management plan

Child Health And Immunisation Clinic 
The health visitors, practice nurses and doctors run these clinics with a special interest in the development 
of pre-school children. The clinics, all held at Longsands Medical Centre, provide an opportunity 
for developmental checks, immunisations and informal discussions about the minor childhood 
problems, which are so common at this age.
Important: Please ring for an appointment for all baby checks and immunisations.

Minor Surgery
• Removal or treatment of ingrowing toenails
• Removal of warts, lumps and bumps and joint injections
• Run by doctor and practice nurse using latest techniques of excision, electrocautery and 

cryotherapy
• Appointments made through your doctor

Travel Clinic
Foreign travel advice is available, all year round, for patients travelling outside the UK on holiday 
or business.
We offer a full range of advice and immunisation against all of the major diseases likely to be 
encountered by travellers.
We are, in addition, a registered Yellow Fever vaccination centre and are able to offer advice and 
immunisation for patients who are not registered with the practice.
There is a charge made for this vaccination. Please enquire at reception for current fees.
All advice and many of the vaccines we stock are available free of charge.

Adult Vaccinations
All adults should ensure they have had a tetanus and polio booster. If in doubt, please check with 
the nurse. Influenza and pneumonia vaccinations are available each autumn for the elderly, those 
with heart or chest conditions or who are otherwise medically at risk.

Cervical Smears
It is important for all women between 25 and 64 to have a regular cervical smear tests. There are 
many early stages of cervical cancer and if picked up early this is totally curable by simple treatment. 
The nurse or doctor of your choice carries out this painless check during a routine appointment. 

For the latest information: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

Family Planning
• Advice from any doctor or practice nurse
• Oral contraception, injection, coil fitting and implant available
• Emergency contraception if necessary
• Chance to discuss all aspects of sexual health

Antenatal Clinic
• Run by our district midwife after booking with doctor
• To monitor your health through pregnancy
• To monitor the development of your unborn baby
• Appointments from reception

INR (Warfarin) Monitoring
• On site blood testing (finger prick) with immediate results
• Warfarin dosage calculation
• Dose adjustment and prescription

Non-NHS Medicals
For example vehicle licence medicals, insurance medicals etc. Please arrange a convenient time 
with the receptionist who can also advise you of the fee involved.

WHAT TO DO IN TIME OF BEREAVEMENT 
What To Do If Someone Dies
It is a legal requirement for a doctor to confirm that someone has passed away.  If a doctor has recently 
seen the patient and the death was not unexpected, a death certificate can normally be issued.  

However, in the event of an unexpected death, the doctor will need to notify the coroner.
If Someone Dies At Home
1. Telephone the doctor.  They will visit to confirm death has taken place.
2. Contact the funeral director to inform them that their services will be required.
3. Collect the medical certificate from the practice (you will be told when this is available 
 for collection).  This will not be possible if it is necessary to involve the coroner.
If Death Occurs In Hospital
1. Contact the funeral director to inform them that their services will be required.
2. Collect the medical certificate from the hospital.
Then...

The death needs to be registered at the Register Office for the area in which the death took place.  
If possible, this should be done by a close family member who should take with them the medical 
certificate (get extra copies as these will be needed for closing bank accounts etc), NHS card, 
pension book, birth certificate (if possible).  

The Register Office operates an appointment system so to avoid delay at this difficult time, you 
should telephone to make an appointment.

Visit our website: www.thehealthcarecentre.org
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SELF TREATMENT OF ILLNESSES AND ACCIDENTS 
The Child With A Temperature
We are aware of how worrying it can be to have a sick child. If you are concerned about your child 
we will always see them the same day at the surgery. We do ask that whenever possible you bring 
your child to the surgery rather than requesting a home visit. A child will come to no harm being 
brought to the surgery and can usually be seen sooner. Your co-operation in this matter is greatly 
appreciated. It is always wise to keep a supply of children’s paracetamol (Calpol or Disprol) at 
home. Paracetamol reduces a child’s temperature, so should be given every four hours whenever 
a child has a temperature.

In most minor illnesses in childhood this is the only treatment required. If you are worried about 
the child or if the child fails to improve in two to three days, you are advised to telephone for 
further advice.

Colds, Coughs And Stuffy Noses
• Viruses cause these and, even in this day and age, there is no cure.
• Antibiotics can only kill bacteria (which are completely different organisms) and are not usually 

needed. In fact it is unwise to take antibiotics if not necessary.
• Paracetamol will relieve the headache, sore throat and aching muscles as well as bringing down 

the fever. Steam inhalations every four hours will help to ease a cough.
• The illness will last five to six days but the cough may persist for several more days.
• Troublesome coughs will respond to steam inhalations and proprietary cough linctuses. If in 

doubt, contact your local pharmacist or telephone the surgery for advice.

Vomiting And Diarrhoea
• Prevent dehydration - drink plenty of fluids.
• Dioralyte sachets are available at your chemist and are very useful for young children.
• If vomiting is a problem take small sips of fluid every few minutes.
• Symptoms should settle in 24-36 hours.
• If symptoms persist or if vomiting frequently, contact the surgery.

Chickenpox
• Rash appears as small red patches with itchy blisters.
• Rash will dry up and crust over in four to five days.
• Child is infectious until the last crusts have dropped off (usually between 7-21 days).
• Calamine lotion and cool baths will help the itch.

Head Lice
• Found in clean hair as often as dirty hair.
• Spread by head-to-head contact.
• A medicated head lotion can be obtained from the chemist.
• Treat all members of the family and notify the school.

For the latest information: www.thehealthcarecentre.org

Threadworms
• Small white worms seen in the motion.

• Suspect if there is scratching around the anus especially at night.

• Spread by eggs under the nails put into the mouth.

• Medicine is available from the chemist.

• All family members should be treated and be meticulous about hand washing.

Back Pain
• Apply heat and ice to the area of pain.

• Rest for 24 hours then begin to mobilise gently.

• If not improved in 48 hours contact the surgery.

• Take paracetamol or ibuprofen regularly as directed.

• Consider visiting a Chiropractor.

Cystitis
• Very common in women.

• Causes a burning sensation on passing urine.

• Drink plenty of fluids.

• If your symptoms last more than 24 hours consult the surgery.

• Preparations are available from the local pharmacy.

Burns
• Immediately apply large quantities of cold water.

• If skin is blistered, apply loose dressing.

• If burn is large or skin broken contact the nurse or casualty department.

Sunburn
• Sunburn is bad for your skin.

• Children are especially susceptible.

• Cool the skin with cool water and apply calamine lotion.

• Paracetamol and an antihistamine will reduce the reaction.

• Always use a high factor sunscreen especially for babies and children.



Let our practice 
publications 
promote your 
business 
for you!

To place an eye catching 

advertising feature in our vitally 

important Practice Booklets 

and our indispensable 

Appointment Cards and Website 

simply phone Veronica Smith

now on 0800 612 1516.

S41338Z-27ZZ/DP 06.18 (e-book)

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
NHS 111 ................................................................................................................................111

Royal Preston Hospital .................................................................all departments 01772 716565 

Ribbleton Clinic ................................................................................................... 01772 777473

Patient Ambulance Booking .................................................................................. 01772 325100

Willows Child Development Centre ......................................................................01772 401450

District Nurses ...................................................................................................... 01772 777537

Health Visitors .......................................................................................................01772 777225  

Lancashire & South Cumbria Agency (LASCA) ...................................................... 01772 221444

Alcohol & Drugs Service .......................................................................................01772 676000

Samaritans  ......................................................................................................... 0845 790 90 90

Age UK ..................................................................................................................01772 552850

Police (Lawson Street)  .......................................................................................... 01772 203203

Palliative Care Nurse (Macmillan/Home Care Sister) ..............................................01772 629171

Macmillan Support Nurse (Hospital)   ................................................................... 01772 716565

CRUSE (Bereavement Care) ...................................................................................01772 686668

RELATE (Marriage/Sexual/Relationship problems) ..................................................01772 717597

The practice would like to thank the various advertisers who have helped to produce this booklet. However, it must be pointed 
out that the accuracy of any statements cannot be warranted, nor any products or services advertised, be guaranteed or endorsed.

PRACTICE BOOKLETS ARE SPECIALLY PREPARED BY

 Neighbourhood Direct Ltd
Barons Gate, Graceways, Whitehills Business Park, Blackpool, Lancs FY4 5PW   Tel: 01253 608014  Fax: 01253 608015     

Website: http://www.opg.co.uk    Email: info@opg.co.uk

COPYRIGHT WARNING: All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be copied or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, 
mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of the publisher.
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